Medical emergencies in medical imaging
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Sending inpatients to the medical imaging department is sometimes tantamount to discharging them from hospital for hours at a time. Consider, for example, a patient with an unexplained acute abdomen where an urgent CT scan is indicated. Patient transport, logistical delays and the procedure itself may lead to gaps in monitoring vital signs, providing intravenous fluids and administering medications (eg, antibiotics, antianginals and analgesics). For stable patients, even basic tasks such as eating, toileting, physical therapy, family meetings and discharge planning can be problematic while undergoing medical imaging. Ironically, the gaps in general medical care for inpatients in a medical imaging department may occur in full view of healthy outpatients awaiting elective imaging procedures.

This issue of the journal contains a descriptive study by Ott and colleagues that highlights how medical emergencies in medical imaging departments are neither rare nor benign.1 The study examined life-threatening changes in patient status occurring in the medical imaging department of one large American hospital over a 2-year period. The overall frequency averaged about one event per week. Forty per cent of patients originated from critical care wards and about half of the events occurred on the patient’s first day of admission. No single physiologic change was responsible for more than a quarter of the emergency events, with hypoxaemia or hypotension as the two most common of the eleven specific triggers examined. About one in four patients died in hospital, but not usually in the medical imaging department.

The study offers a careful discussion that appropriately avoids causal attributions. One interpretation is that seriously ill patients are both prone to undergoing complex imaging procedures and already predisposed to subsequent complications. An alternative interpretation is that medical care for inpatients in the medical imaging department is unable to prevent serious medical instability. Many other interpretations are possible depending on unmeasured metrics such as the duration of patient stay in the medical imaging department, the gymnastics involved in positioning for each procedure and the medications used to optimise image quality. None of these interpretations would justify a complacent attitude towards hospital inpatients in the medical imaging department.

Ott and colleagues provide some pithy details for clinicians seeking to understand and anticipate these emergencies. In particular, about two-thirds of patients were receiving respiratory support (most commonly supplemental oxygen) and at least a quarter of patients received sedative medications (benzodiazepines, opioids, propofol or paralytics) around the time of medical imaging. Although the study did not explore the amount of overlap between these two groups, at least some emergencies may be related to the administration of respiratory depressants to patients with pre-existing respiratory compromise. This complication can be avoided.

Another nuanced observation made by Ott and colleagues is that few patients showed major abnormalities in vital signs to warn clinicians of the upcoming emergency. The seemingly abrupt pace of deterioration may represent the natural progression of disease, the effect of the imaging procedure or a failure by hospital staff to perform appropriate vital sign surveillance. Another possibility is that the logistical challenges of organising an imaging procedure may distract from patient assessment and dynamic re-evaluation of the appropriateness of proceeding as originally planned. None of these explanations is an argument against monitoring the patient’s vital signs and, indeed, may suggest that vital signs need to be monitored more frequently and carefully in the medical imaging department.

Emergencies in medical imaging can also lead to finding fault with healthcare professionals. Confronted with a deteriorating patient, some ward physicians may have ordered imaging studies prior to conducting a clinical assessment or a more thoughtful evaluation. Some overburdened ward nurses may have subconsciously benefited from the transportation of the patient off the ward for hours. Some radiology technicians may have focused on the production of high-quality images rather than the greater goal of getting the patient better. The frequency of individual error is unclear; however, transitions between the ward and the imaging department inevitably create an environment for diffusion of responsibility,2
fumbled handoffs\(^3\) and the blaming of other healthcare professionals.

A number of psychological forces may further influence the frequency with which medical emergencies occur in the medical imaging department. In particular, the production and interpretation of images can be highly lucrative, creating a financial conflict-of-interest that may cause the benefits of imaging to be exaggerated and its harms minimised.\(^4\) Once captured, images are readily digitised and available for remote viewing, potentially encouraging clinicians to perceive the patient as a computer icon rather than as a human being. Indeed, the subsequent images can seem metaphysically more glamorous and sanitised than patients themselves. These psychological influences are difficult to study in a scientific manner and their influence on day-to-day medical decision making remains untested.

The emergencies in medical imaging reinforce other cautions against excessive diagnostic technology. The maxim of ‘do no harm’ implies that physicians must always remain wary of iatrogenic complications such as nephrotoxicity from intravenous radiocontrast agents, aspiration pneumonia from excessive sedation, nosocomial infections from surface contaminants and malignancies attributable to the effect of ionising radiation.\(^5\) \(^6\) Principles of cost-effectiveness argue that diagnostic technology should be used to improve patient outcomes rather than to satisfy health professionals’ curiosity.\(^7\) \(^9\) Finally, evidence-based medicine suggests that the adverse events related to false-positive and false-negative test results need to be carefully considered even if a technology is safe and informative for anecdotal cases.\(^10\)

Clinicians should continue to send selected inpatients for medical imaging when the benefits of a correct diagnosis exceed the risks of the procedure. Nevertheless, the study by Ott and colleagues reminds us that the risks associated with medical imaging for hospital inpatients extend beyond the risk of the procedure itself. The data might also motivate more creative solutions such as specialised transport teams for patients recognised to be at risk of adverse events,\(^11\) dedicated nursing for patients in medical imaging departments, protocols specifying appropriate frequencies of vital sign monitoring and innovations to patient transport that reduce time away from the ward. In addition, an advance orientation might be warranted for emergency response teams around the layout of a complex medical imaging department. The medical imaging department is hardly the right place to run a resuscitation.
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